






















5. LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

5.1 The land of the study area was originally defined in the Glasgow and the Clyde Valley 
landscape assessment Land Use Consultants in association with Glasgow University 
Archaeological Research Division (1999)", published by SNH. Nature Scot (formerly 
SNH) have also produced a consolidated database of Landscape Character Areas on an 

online interactive map. These documents indicate the landscape to be Urban Fringe 
Farmland. 

5.2 The Nature Scot landscape character assessment defines the landscape type as follows 
(where relevant): 

"Location and Context 

The Urban Fringe Farmland Landscape Character Type occurs mostly on the 
carboniferous coal basin underlying the eastern side of Glasgow. The areas are 
concentrated in South Calder, North Calder and the M73/Drumpellier areas. They fall 
within the Glasgow and North Lanarkshire local authority areas. These areas have a 
damaged and- fragmented character which occurs where urban fringe and industrial 
activity has broken up previous land patterns to the extent that they are no longer 
predominant in the landscape. 

Key Characteristics 
• Landform ranges from gently undulating topography associated with the plateau

farmlands to more hummocky patterns where nuvio-g/acial action has created
drumlins and eskers.

• Primarily located along major transport routes on urban fringes.
• Pockets of remnant pastoral farming, in some areas retaining a strong structure of

hedges and trees, but in others suffering serious decline.
• Visual influence of the urban edge, former and current industrial sites, and transport

infrastructure.
• Urban fringe issues including blight, management decline and anti-social behaviour

such as fly-tipping.

Landscape Character Description - Landform

The Urban Fringe Farmland is defined by their disjointed character which occurs where 
urban fringe and industrial activity has broken up previous land patterns to the extent that 
they are no longer predominant in the landscape. Some of the fragmented landscapes 
still contain intact and well managed tracts of farmland amongst the other non-agricultural 
land uses. In other areas, the land has an important, and at times under recognised, 
industrial heritage. In most parts of this Landscape Character Type, the nearby urban 
area has a profound direct or indirect effect on lahdscape character. 
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The Landscape Character Type mostly occurs on the carboniferous coal basin that 
underlies the eastern side of Glasgow. This in part accounts for the industrial activity that 
started the processes of fragmentation. Landform varies but is predominantly undulating 
farmland at various heights. However, the area of fragmented farmland to the north of 
Easterhouse is a /ow-lying tract of ground characterised by a series of lochs and wetlands, 
and a very complex hydrology. Many of these wetland features are of nature conservation 
importance, with Woodend Loch designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest and 
several others as Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation. 

In many parts of the fragmented landscapes, the landform has been radically changed by 
mining and subsidence, by quarrying, landfill, open-cast mining and by bings and spoil 
heaps which impart their own dramatic character to the local landscape. These 
landscapes are frequently traversed by railway lines, many of which are no longer in use. 

Landcover 

Land cover varies within the Urban Fringe Farmland. Areas of semi-natural vegetation 
tend to occur mostly in the undeveloped river valleys, though scrub is often found on 
former industrial sites. Areas of pastoral and arable farmland still exist, although these 
are threatened by surrounding land uses. There are a/so tracts of unfarmed or under
farmed land which may no longer be viable. The Urban Fringe Farmland has a large 
amount of industrial or ex-industrial land, often contaminated and in need of reclamation 
or enhancement. Farm woodlands, hedges and field boundary trees may be found, but 
as is common throughout much of the study area, the trees are mature and hedges often 
in need of upkeep. They do, however, play a significant role in screening and filtering 
views between urban areas and reinforcing the rural identity of the landscape. In the 
deteriorating landscape, these elements of an orderly land use pattern become even 
more important. There are also remains of older estate landscapes (e.g.at Gartloch 
Hospital which was previously Gartloch House) and areas of coniferous forest. Gartloch 
Hospital is a significant major late 19th Century former asylum built by the City of 
Glasgow. Drumpellier Country Park, on the north-west edge of Coatbridge makes a 
positive contribution to the character of the area and provides an important recreational 
resource for local people. The pockets of this Landscape Character Type represent 
important green spaces and buffers between settlements. 

Settlement 

Typical settlement patterns in the Urban Fringe Farmland include scattered farmsteads, 
often enclosed by urban or industrial development. Older villages and towns a/so exist 
(e.g. Stonehouse and Calderbank). There are also a number of areas of new housing and 
large scale business and retail parks. Development pressure is increased because, 
although much of this land is greenbelt, it is sometimes seen as degraded and, therefore, 
less valuable. These areas are accessible to and from the city and to major transport 
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